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Abstract - Smart phones are now ubiquitous. The most

popular operating system these days is Android. It’s easy to
use and affordable to all classes. We can find a lot of
applications coming up for android based phones. Games,
Security, etc App are available for these phones these days.
PATIENT HISTORY TRACKER is an android application. This
application will store all the emergency call numbers like
Hospital, personal doctor’s number etc. Patient does not
need to carry the files of previously held check up. This
application provides a log-in for doctor and patient as well.
Doctor can access the medical diagnose information of the
patient. Patient is registered with a unique ID. So the
database of history of a patient is available with all the
doctors registered with the application. Patient can view
their medical diagnose by logging onto their accounts.
When travelling or getting treatment from a new doctor
then doctor can easily get the patient’s medical history
through this application. Patient can save appointments
with Doctor’s and medicine reminders. As per pre-diagnosed
diseases, a list of Do’s and Don’ts will be attached to the
patients profile. These will ease the tedious work of handling
all the papers and files of hospitals. It will analyze for
common disease being found in most patient and number of
people affected. It will provide Medical reports will be
digitized and it will be easy to be handled by one.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Project Idea:

hospital management systems. There are various facilities
provided so that the users of that system will get service
effectively. So why not make such data available online for
all.
ii) Again the motivation is increasing use of smart phones,
so that any users of this system get all service on single
click. There are many system developed on restaurant
management so to take an idea about all process we
reviewed various papers on hospital management, various
algorithms and various offline android application and
websites which are in market.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
There are many system developed on hospital
management so to take an idea about all process we
reviewed various papers on hospital management, various
algorithms and various offline android application and
websites which are in market.

2.1 Medical ID:
This Application is available for only Ios users. It is offline
and saves data for view purpose only including Name,
Blood group and basic information about the user
available on emergency screen[1].

2.2 Smart Hospital based on IOT :

"Patient history tracker system" is being developed to
assist a patient and doctor can register, view the medical
record anywhere, anytime .Also reduce the overhead of
handling files every time. The main idea of this application
is doctor can find the number of people affected by
particular disease, anyone can view health tip, Medical
record is available all time. This is an innovative
application for patient and doctor acceptance that will
provide comfort, convenience and efficiency in everyday
life.

This paper include scheme of smart hospital based on IOT.
In order to overcome to disadvantages of present hospital
management system i.e fixed information point, inflexible,
etc [2].

1.2 Motivation:

2.4 NFC based hospital
management system:

2.3 Smart hospital management System :
This paper includes RFID systems integrated with Hospital
management system and provides patient identification,
staff allocation, Doctors, Medicine, Treatments [3].

real-time

patient

i) Basically the motivation come from single organization
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This paper includes use of NFC (near field communication)
Technology can be employed for not only bringing down
health care costs but also facilitate automating patient
identification processes in hospitals and use of PDA’s,
Smart phones, for design of health care management
system [4].

3. PROBLEM DEFINATION AND SCOPE
3.1 Problem Statement:

There are large number of commercial system
applications to allow a single organization to maintain
their data related to patient visiting their Hospital for
treatment. Basic problems with the existing system are
non-interactive environment they provide to users. Use of
such system is only beneficial to a single organization. The
existing system does not allow Doctor's to find the disease
viral and number of people affected. Existing System
doesn't record the details of all users. It is heavy to carry
all the files (i.e reports and prescription).

i) With minimum communication and maintenance costs,
the underlying data structure can be easily decomposed
and shared among a number of co-operating processors,
and the technique has been implemented on the
Connection Machine.
ii) One of the advantages is that geometric hashing is
inherently parallel.
iii) The structure of geo-hashed data has advantage that
data indexed by geohash will have all points for a given
rectangular area in contiguous slice.

3.4 Outcome:
i) An automated product which will provides different
facilities.
ii) Patient will get nearest Hospital service.
iii)Automated system for managing different task of
provider.

4 DETAILED DESIGN

3.1.1 Goals and objectives:
i) Goals: To eliminate the burden of carrying medical files
including reports and prescription. To save time of
managing all the tasks for searching reports which are in
paper format. To provide user friendly efficient service to
all users. To provide reminders for medicine
consumptions.
ii) Objectives:
To develop an application which allows patient to view
the medical history /records online. To reduce the time
consumption required for visiting different doctor at
different places. To provide user friendly and time saving
experience to the patient and doctor.

3.2 Statement of scope:
This application use in several Hospitals and Organization.
In Future Patient can view his medical reports/history. All
in one app. Scope of proposed system is justifiable because
large amount of the population face the problem of
managing the medical records in form of files and papers.

3.3 Methodologies of Problem Solving and
Efficiency Issues:

4.1 Introduction:
System architecture will simplify whole system in such a
way that every user of the system gets benefits. As shown
in figure there are 3 main users Admin, Doctor and
Patient. It’s a tedious job to handle all the medical reports
and the generated prescriptions through that. One find it
hard to maintain the prescription and reports while
travelling or shifting to new place. New doctor need to
examine patient overall again to get the exact detail
medical condition of the patient. Therefore if the data is
digitized and available to Doctor as well as Patient on the
tap of their finger then it becomes easy to handle such
digitized data. Here the main function is to provide
digitized report and prescription to Doctor and Patient
and to provide free and online access to the data. The
other function is in what pattern user will search the
hospital so for that purpose we are using a part of geohashing algorithm and GPS system should be on. Person
can have facility to search location by location that is home
location of the person is detected with GPS and according
to selected option location of nearby hospital get searched.

Searching: In proposed system we are using Geo-hashing
technique for searching. Here, the advantages of this
technique over other approaches are:
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4.2 Architecture Design:

iii) Steps 1 & 2 are repeated for obtaining bit series (single
bits).
iv) This bits are converted into 32 base format.
v) In which sector (region) the location is falling, the code
of that sector is geo hash the code of the location.
Geo code is important for finding nearest location by using
geo code accurate location is obtained. This geo code is
compared with the geo code of other places whose record
is there and finds the nearest location between them. In
our system geo hashing technique is used for finding the
mess by (location, cost, distance).after that geo tagging is
used to tag the location and route navigation.

5 CONCLUSION :
Fig -1: System Architecture
Patient registers on the system with detailed information.
User ID and password is also provided to the Patient for
login. Patient selects the functions to view report or
prescription. Doctor is verified by Admin. Doctor also
registers and gets provided with Unique user ID and
password, which he/she can use for login . Doctor acan
view patients profile, Disease Viral, etc.

4.3 Geo-hashing Technique:
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Wide range of people can use this if they know how to
operate android smart phone. Various issues related to
hospital management will be solved by providing them a
full-fledged system. Thus we are implementing Patient
History Tracker system to help and solve one of the
problems of people.
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